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A cooperative dice game  
for 3-7 players ages 10 and up  

by David E. Whitcher. 
 Game length: ≈ 45 min.

Game Rules

Captain Jean  -Luc Picard

1 During 
replenishment, 

you may take 
1 extra die from 
the pool if one 

is available.

Actions Injuries

2
One time on 
your turn, after 
resolving an 
event, take 1 die 
from the pool. 
Roll and use it 
immediately.

Actions Injuries

Commander William Riker

Captain James T. Kirk

1One time on your 
turn, you may 
re-roll all of 
the dice of a 
single color.

Actions Injuries

2 One time on 
your turn, after 

resolving an event, 
you may retrieve one 
die from that event 

and place it onto 
another event.

Lieutenant Commander Spock

Actions Injuries

7 Crew mats

Front

Back

Dice Pool

StartEnterprise
Damage

Back

Dice Pool

Enterprise
Damage

Start

Front

1 Enterprise  
condition mat

1 Sand timer

(3 Min)

35 Six-sided dice

Blue (14) Yellow (7) Red (14)

112 Alert cards

Blue (23) Yellow (40) Red (48)

1

YOUR FIVE-YEAR MISSION BEGINS.

TO BOLDLY GO

“To Boldly 
Go” card (1)

1 Enterprise  
condition marker

Overview
In Star Trek: Five-Year Mission™ you are a crewmate aboard the USS Enterprise. You can play as Captain Kirk’s 

crew from the original Star Trek series, or as Captain Picard’s crew from The Next Generation.

You and your fellow crewmates must cooperate to resolve dangerous situations (“alerts”) before the 
Enterprise receives too much damage, and you all lose. Resolving alerts is the way you score points for your 
crew and win the game. Even better, solving some alerts can earn you special one-time-use bonuses to help 
you get out of sticky situations.

Each crewmate has a unique ability. These abilities  can help the team solve alerts. Use your skills wisely to 
give your crew the best chance at success.

Contents
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Preparing for Your Journey
Choose your ship

Choose which Enterprise you and your fellow 
crewmates will use for your mission—Enterprise 
NCC 1701™ from Star Trek™ the original series (TOS), 
or Enterprise NCC 1701-D™ from Star Trek: The Next 
Generation™ (TNG).

Place your Enterprise in the center of the play area. 
Place the Enterprise condition marker on the white 
space at the left side of the Enterprise condition mat.

Ready your crew
Take a number of crew mats (that match the 

Enterprise you chose) equal to the number of players. 
These mats must be in numerical order, starting with 
the captain (#1). Shuffle these crew mats and deal 
one to each player.

Give each crewmate 5 dice, as follows: 

    
1-yellow 2-blue 2-red

Place your dice in front of you. Do not place them 
on your crew mat until after you roll them on your 
turn.

Prepare the alert decks
Find the “To Boldly Go” card in the blue alert deck 

and temporarily set it aside. Separate the three alert 
decks by color—blue, yellow, and red. Shuffle the 
blue deck and place it below your Enterprise. Put the 
“To Boldly Go” card below the blue deck with your 
Enterprise face up.

Be sure to leave room for discard piles, unresolved 
alerts, scored alerts, and failed alerts, as shown in 
the image on the right.

Look through the yellow alert deck to find all 
of the cards with the symbol that matches your 
Enterprise: The  symbol for TOS, and the  
symbol for TNG. Note: some of the cards have 
symbols for both Enterprises—these are used with 
either crew. Shuffle the ones you keep (it should be 
24 cards) and place them beside the blue deck face 
down. Place the others back into the box. 

Do the same thing with the red alert deck.

The main play area should look like this:
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YOUR FIVE-YEAR MISSION BEGINS.

TO BOLDLY GO
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Lieutenant Nyota Uhura

5One time on your 
turn, you may give 
a single die to or 
receive a single die 
from another crew 
member.

Lieutenant Hikaru Sulu

6 One time on your 
turn, you may 

discard the event 
card you drew and 

draw another.

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

Each crewmember’s play area should look like this:

starting 
dice

injuries 
box

actions 
box

character 
ability

The Dice Pool
The dice pool is the area on the Enterprise 

condition mat where you place dice after you use 
them (such as after resolving an alert). There are no 
dice in the dice pool at the start of the game.

damage 
track
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2. Replenish Dice: Beginning with your second 
turn, replenish your dice as follows:

At the start of your turn, look at your crew mat—
you should have 5 dice on your mat (actions box + 
injuries box combined). If you have fewer than  
5 dice, you may take dice from the dice pool (if any 
are available) until you reach a combined total of 5. 
Set any dice you take from the pool next to your mat 
until you roll them.

You may take any dice you wish from the pool; 
there is no restriction on color (other than what is 
available in the pool).

3. Roll Dice: Roll the dice you took during 
replenishment plus any dice you wish to roll from 
your actions box. Important: DO NOT roll the dice in 
your injuries box. Leave them right where they are.

Put your newly-rolled dice into your actions box. 
Make sure not to change the dice results.

Example: If Kirk has 1 die on his actions box and  
2 dice on his injuries box (1+2=3), he can take choose 
to take 0-2 dice from the dice pool—He chooses 2.  
Kirk must leave the injury dice where they are He 
decides to leave the die on his actions box alone, 
because he can use that result this turn. He rolls the  
2 remaining dice and puts them into his actions box.

4. Place Dice: Place as many of the dice in your 
actions box dice as you wish onto the dice icons on 
any of the face-up alerts. The dice you place on these 
icons must meet the following requirements:

• The die must exactly match the value shown.

• The die must exactly match the color shown 
(blue, yellow, or red) unless the icon is 
white, in which case you may place any 
color die. 

 Example: place any die showing a 4.

• Dice with an arrow pointing up means 
you must play a die of the value shown  
or higher. 
Example: place 1 blue die showing a 5 or 
higher.

• Dice with an arrow pointing down means 
you must play a die of that value shown 
or lower. 
Example: place a red die value 2 or lower.

Mission Success
There are 6 levels of mission difficulty. Players must 

agree upon on what level of difficulty they would 
like to attempt before starting:

• Ensign: Score 10 points and complete at least  
1 of each color of alert.

• Lieutenant: Score 12 points and complete at 
least 1 of each color of alert.

• Lieutenant Commander: Score 14 points and 
complete at least 1 of each color of alert.

• Commander: Score 16 points and complete at 
least 2 of each color of alert.

• Captain: Score 18 points and complete at least 2 
of each color of alert.

• Admiral: Score 20 points and complete at  
least 2 of each color of alert, and at least  
1 urgent alert.

If you reach the agreed upon goal, you all win! If 
your team fails 5 alerts or if your Enterprise receives 
enough damage to be destroyed, you all lose.

To Boldly Go!
Play begins with the captain and progresses 

clockwise around the table.

Your turn must be done in 5 specific steps. You 
must complete each step before you proceed to the 
next. The order is as follows:

1. Draw a New Alert Card
2. Replenish Dice
3. Roll Dice
4. Place Dice & Resolve Alerts 
 End Your Turn

1. Draw a New Alert Card: Pick 1 alert card 
from any of the 3 decks and put it face up on the 
table below any unresolved alerts of that color. 
Immediately apply the effects of the new alert, 
unless the card indicates otherwise.

Check all of the face-up cards for persistent effects 
that will affect the game until the alert is resolved 
(others will only occur if the alert is failed). For a full 
description of alert card effects, see Alerts on page 5.

Important!: On your first turn of the game, skip 
over steps 2. and 3. Roll your 5 starting dice and 
proceed to step 4.
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• Dice shown inside a frame must 
be played as a set all at once. 
Example: place a red “2” and a 
blue “3” at the same time.

Resolve Alerts: If you fill all of the dice icons on 
an alert card, that alert is successfully resolved. 

If the alert has a Starfleet insignia  in the 
upper left corner, place it into the score pile. Overlap 
the cards so that the insignia is visible.

Place non-scoring alert cards in the discard pile of 
the appropriate alert deck (red alert cards go in the 
red discard pile).

Place the dice from the resolved alert into the dice 
pool on the Enterprise condition mat.

Example: The Diplomacy card 
requires 2 dice to resolve it—1 blue 
“5” and a “4” or higher in any color. 
The Trade Mission card requires a set 
of 2 dice—one must be a blue “4” or 
higher, the other a blue “2” or lower.

End Your Turn: When you are done 
placing dice and resolving alerts, 
return any unused dice to your actions 
box. When you are done, the player 
to your left can begin their turn.  
Important: You must keep your die 
roll results exactly as you rolled them, do not re-roll 
or rearrange the dice in any way (unless a special 
ability allows you to do so).

Crew Abilities
Each crew member has a unique ability. You may 

use your ability only once on your turn. You may 
use your ability at any time on your turn where it is 
appropriate, but only after you draw an alert card.

The Original Series Crew:

Captain James T. Kirk

1One time on your 
turn, you may 
re-roll all of 
the dice of a 
single color.

Actions Injuries

2 One time on 
your turn, after 

resolving an event, 
you may retrieve one 
die from that event 

and place it onto 
another event.

Lieutenant Commander Spock

Actions Injuries

1. Captain James 
T. Kirk: You may 
re-roll all of the dice 
of any 1 color once 
per turn. If you use 
this ability you must 
re-roll all of the dice of the color you choose.
Example: If you choose red, you must re-roll all 
of the red dice you just rolled.

Captain James T. Kirk

1One time on your 
turn, you may 
re-roll all of 
the dice of a 
single color.

Actions Injuries

2 One time on 
your turn, after 

resolving an event, 
you may retrieve one 
die from that event 

and place it onto 
another event.

Lieutenant Commander Spock

Actions Injuries

2. Lieutenant 
Commander Spock: 
After resolving an 
alert, you may take  
1 of the dice (keep its 
value the same) and 
immediately place it onto another alert instead of 
putting it into the dice pool.

Dr. Leonard “Bones” McCoy

3
One time on 

your turn, you 
may use one 
of your blue 

dice to heal a 
crew member’s 

injuries. Remove 
injury dice equal 

to the value on 
the blue die.

4One time on your 
turn, you may place 
a blue or yellow 
die in a red-die icon.

Lt. Cmdr. Montgomery Scott

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

3. Dr. Leonard 
“Bones” McCoy: 
You may use 
1 of your blue 
dice to reduce 1 
crewmember’s 
injuries (even your own). Reduce the injuries by 
the amount shown on the die you choose.  
Place your die and the injury dice you healed  
into the dice pool.
Example: You spend your blue “3” to heal Scotty. 
Remove 0-3 injury dice from Scotty’s mat, and 
place them into the dice pool along with your 
blue die. Dr. Leonard “Bones” McCoy

3
One time on 

your turn, you 
may use one 
of your blue 

dice to heal a 
crew member’s 

injuries. Remove 
injury dice equal 

to the value on 
the blue die.

4One time on your 
turn, you may place 
a blue or yellow 
die in a red-die icon.

Lt. Cmdr. Montgomery Scott

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

4. Lieutenant 
Commander 
Montgomery 
“Scotty” Scott: If a 
red die is required, 
you may place a 
yellow or blue die instead. You can only apply 
this ability to a single die.

Lieutenant Nyota Uhura

5One time on your 
turn, you may give 
a single die to or 
receive a single die 
from another crew 
member.

Lieutenant Hikaru Sulu

6 One time on your 
turn, you may 

discard the event 
card you drew and 

draw another.

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

5. Lieutenant Nyota 
Uhura: You may 
either give 1 of 
your 1 action dice 
to a crewmate or 
receive 1 action die 
from a crewmate. You cannot take the die from a 
crewmate. You may ask for it and they can choose 
to give it to you or not. Lieutenant Nyota Uhura

5One time on your 
turn, you may give 
a single die to or 
receive a single die 
from another crew 
member.

Lieutenant Hikaru Sulu

6 One time on your 
turn, you may 

discard the event 
card you drew and 

draw another.

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

6. Lieutenant Hikaru 
Sulu: After drawing 
an alert card, you 
may discard that 
card and draw a 
new one.

13

DIPLOMACY

14

TRADE MISSION
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Ensign Pavel Chekov

7One time on your 
turn, you may move 
a single die from 
one event card to 
another.

Yeoman Janice Rand

8 After you roll dice,  
you may swap the 

values on any two 
different-colored 
dice. the dice you 
swap can in the 

pool, on alerts, or 
in your rolled dice.
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Actions Injuries
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7. Ensign Pavel 
Chekov: Move a 
single die from 
one alert card to 
another. The die 
may be removed 
from a framed set (in future, any open positions 
in that set must be refilled at the same time  
as usual).

The Next Generation Crew:

Captain Jean  -Luc Picard

1 During 
replenishment, 

you may take 
1 extra die from 
the pool if one 

is available.

Actions Injuries

2
One time on 
your turn, after 
resolving an 
event, take 1 die 
from the pool. 
Roll and use it 
immediately.

Actions Injuries

Commander William Riker

1. Captain Jean-Luc 
Picard: During 
replenishment, you 
may take one extra 
die from the pool if 
one is available.
Example: If Picard has 2 dice on his mat, he can 
take 0-5 dice from the dice pool.Captain Jean  -Luc Picard

1 During 
replenishment, 

you may take 
1 extra die from 
the pool if one 

is available.

Actions Injuries

2
One time on 
your turn, after 
resolving an 
event, take 1 die 
from the pool. 
Roll and use it 
immediately.

Actions Injuries

Commander William Riker

2. Commander 
William Riker: After 
resolving an event, 
take one die from 
the dice pool. Roll 
that die and place it 
immediately.

Dr. Beverly Crusher

3
During dice 
placement, you 
may use 1 of 
your blue dice to 
reduce 1 injury 
per crewmember 
on a number of 
crew equal to 
the number on 
that die.

4
When placing 
a die to repair 

the enterprise, 
instead of 

returning the 
die to the pool, 

reroll it. If 
the result is a 

lower value, 
keep it.

Lt. Commander Geordi La Forge

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

3. Dr. Beverly 
Crusher: During 
dice placement, 
you may use 1 of 
your blue dice to 
reduce 1 injury per 
crewmember on a number of crew equal to the 
number on the chosen die. Place your die and the 
injury dice you healed into the dice pool.
Example: If you choose blue “3”, you can remove  
1 injury die on 3 different crewmwembers.Dr. Beverly Crusher

3
During dice 
placement, you 
may use 1 of 
your blue dice to 
reduce 1 injury 
per crewmember 
on a number of 
crew equal to 
the number on 
that die.

4
When placing 
a die to repair 

the enterprise, 
instead of 

returning the 
die to the pool, 

reroll it. If 
the result is a 

lower value, 
keep it.

Lt. Commander Geordi La Forge

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

4. Lieutenant 
Commander Geordi 
La Forge: When 
placing a die to 
repair the Enterprise, 
instead of returning 
the die to the pool, re-roll it. If the result is a 
lower value than the value it started with, place 
that die into your actions box.

Counselor Deanna Troi

5
One time on your 
turn, you may 
give a single 
special ability 
card to, or 
receive a single 
card from, 
another crew 
member.

Lieutenant Commander Data

6 One time on 
your turn, 

you may reveal 
the top card 

from one of the 
draw piles.

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

5. Counselor Deanna 
Troi: You may give a 
single special ability 
action card to, or 
receive a single 
card from, another 
crew member. You cannot take the card from a 
crewmate. You may ask for it and they can choose 
to give it to you or not. Counselor Deanna Troi

5
One time on your 
turn, you may 
give a single 
special ability 
card to, or 
receive a single 
card from, 
another crew 
member.

Lieutenant Commander Data

6 One time on 
your turn, 

you may reveal 
the top card 

from one of the 
draw piles.

Actions Injuries

Actions Injuries

6. Lieutenant 
Commander Data: 
You may reveal the 
top card from one of 
the draw piles. You 
can do this before or 
after you draw a card.

Lieutenant Worf

7
After rolling 
your dice, you 

may change the 
value of 1 of  

those dice die to 
match the value 

of another of 
the rolled dice.

Actions Injuries

8
After rolling, 
exchange 1 die 
with 1 die from 
the pool. Roll it 
before placement. 
If all crew say 
Shut Up Wesley 
you can exchange 
2 dice.

Acting Ensign Wesley Crusher

Actions

Star Trek: Five Year Mission — 2015 Promo Tile, ©2015 Mayfair Games Inc. Star Trek ©2015 CBS
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7. Lieutenant Worf: 
After rolling your 
dice, you may 
change the value of 
one of those dice die 
to match the value 
of another of those dice.

Example: If you roll red “4”, red “6”, yellow “1”, 
and blue “3” you could change the yellow “1” 
into a “4” and that red would become a “1”.

Crew Injuries
Some alerts will cause you to receive an injury 

(either immediately, as part of a persistent effect, or 
due to your failure to resolve the alert). See Failed 
Alerts on page 6.

For each injury you receive, you must take 1 of the 
dice in the actions box and move it to the injuries 
box on your crew card. If receive an injury, but have 
no dice in your actions box, you must take 1 die from 
the dice pool and place it into your injuries box. If 
the dice pool is empty, do not add any more dice.

Healing
If you wish to heal yourself, you can take your 

entire turn to heal. If you do, remove 1 die from 
your injuries box and put it in the dice pool. Note: 
Remember McCoy’s ability is to heal the crew.  
Healing yourself this way should only be done in 
extreme emergencies.
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Enterprise Condition Mat
Some alerts will cause damage to the ship (either 

immediately upon revealing them or as a result of 
failure). The ship has 5 damage spaces. The damage 
marker starts the game on the blank white space. 
When the ship receives its first point of damage, 
move the damage marker 1 space to the right (the 
blue space). Continue to move the marker 1 space to 
the right for each subsequent point of damage the 
ship receives. If there are not enough damage spaces 
available when damage is taken, the Enterprise is 
destroyed and the game is lost.

The damage track is color coded to show the lowest 
alert type you may choose from when the ship is 
damaged. For example, if the damage marker is on a 
yellow space, you can draw only yellow or red alert 
cards on your turn.

You can repair the ship during the “Place Dice” 
portion of your turn. Look at where the damage 
marker is currently placed. Above it you will see a 
red dice icon. Place 1 of your red action dice of the 
indicated value (4+, 5+, or 6) into the dice pool and 
move the damage marker 1 space to the left. You may 
spend multiple red dice per turn to repair the ship if 
you wish.

Dice Pool

Enterprise
Damage

Start

Example: The damage marker is on the first 
red space of the damage track and you want to 
reduce the damage by 2. You must spend 2 dice 
to do this. You must use 1 red “6” to move the 
marker to the 2nd yellow space, and spend a red 
“5 or 6” to move it to the first yellow space.

Alerts
In addition to the action die costs to complete 

them, alerts can have several other icons on them. 
Each of these icons means something different. Some 
can help the crew, some make your mission much 
harder. For ease of play, there is a summary of the 
alert card icons on the back of the rules.

Failed Alerts
Alerts can fail in different ways. If there are 3 face 

up alerts of the same color, and you draw a fourth, 
the oldest alert of that color fails.

If an alert fails for any reason, take all of the dice 
on that failed alert and put them into the dice pool. 
Place the failed alert into the failure pile. Remember 
to check the alert to see if it has an “If Failed:” effect.

Warning!: If there are ever 5 alerts in the failure 
pile, you all lose the game.

Special Alert Types
These alerts make your mission more difficult. 

Some cause more alerts to appear, others add time-
pressure or restrictions on you. Solve them quickly or 
you run the risk of losing the Enterprise.

Escalation: If you reveal an 
alert with this icon, you must 
immediately reveal and place 

the top alert card from the deck indicated by the 
alert symbol. If you see a yellow alert icon, you must 
immediately play a new yellow alert card. Likewise 
for a red alert icon.

Urgent: Once the active player rolls their dice 
for the turn, place the sand timer on this 
card. If the timer runs out before the alert is 
completed, it fails. If another urgent alert is 

drawn while the timer is in use, it is ignored until the 
previous one is completed or fails. Allow the timer to 
run out before placing it on the new urgent alert.

Prime Directive: Prime directives must be 
resolved first. If you complete any non-
prime directive alert when one or more 

Prime Directive alerts are in play, all Prime Directive 
alerts in play fail.
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Special Alert Abilities
Some alerts grant a one-time special ability after 

you resolve the alert. If you resolve an alert with one 
of these special abilities, take the card and place it 
beside your crew mat.

You can play this card at any time on your turn. 
Some of these cards have Starfleet insignia  
on them, and they do count towards your mission 
success. After you use a card’s special ability, 
place it into the scoring pile or the discard pile  as 
appropriate.

Use another crewmate’s ability. For 
example, Uhura can use Kirk’s ability.

Heal 1 injury of 1 crew member. Remove  
1 injury die and place it into the dice pool.

Treat one die as any color. For example, 
you can use a red “2” as a blue “2” or  

     yellow “2”.

+1 Add 1 to the value of any single die.

_1 Subtract 1 from the value of any single die.

Re-roll any number of dice.

The Time Rift Variant 
for experienced players

Time travel and character cross-overs are a popular 
theme in the Star Trek universe. This variant gives you 
the opportunity to experience the thrill of managing 
crews from different time periods. Can their different 
skill-sets cope with the stresses of a mission?

Rules
The rules of game-play are the same as usual, only 

the setup is different.

Enterprise and Crew Setup
The setup is just like the normal version of the 

game, but instead of choosing a crew from TOS or 
TNG, players randomly select which crewmember 
they are going to play. The player with the lowest 
starting number goes first. Decide as a team which 
Enterprise you will use.

Deck Setup
The setup for the blue deck and starting alert is 

normal. Shuffle all of the Yellow cards together and 
take deal 24 of the face down to create the yellow 
alert deck. Do the same for the red deck.
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PLAY AID DATA

CARD ICONS
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DRAW YELLOW ALERT

DRAW RED ALERT

URGENT / TIMER

PRIME DIRECTIVE

TURN SEQUENCE
1. DRAW A NEW ALERT CARD
2. REPLENISH DICE
3. ROLL DICE
4. PLACE DICE & RESOLVE ALERTS
• END YOUR TURN

ANY COLOR &  
SPECIFIC NUMBER
SPECIFIC COLOR & 
SPECIFIC NUMBER
SPECIFIC COLOR & 
X OR HIGHER
SPECIFIC COLOR & 
X OR LOWER
PLAY ALL AS A SET

DANGEROUS ALERTS

+1

_1

USE ANOTHER ABILITY

1 DIE IS ANY COLOR

+1 TO A DIE

-1 FROM A DIE

RE-ROLL 0-5 DICE

SPECIAL ALERT ABILITIES
ALERT RESOLUTION 
REQUIREMENTS

• SAVE RESOLVED ALERT CARD
• PLAY ONCE FOR EFFECT INDICATED

• SCORE OR DISCARD CARD IF RESOLVED


